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The purpose of this document is for commercial purpose. It does not constitute an authentic advertising offer in “strict
sense”. For the offi  cial offer, please contact C3 Systems S.L. in order to receive specifi  c and personalized information
that contains objective information regarding relevant characteristics which means that it will constitute an offer in a
“strict sense”.

C3 Systems S.L. commits not to make misleading advertising by this means. To these effects, therefore, formal or
numerical errors that could be found in the content of this document are not considered as misleading advertising, in
particular regarding to the image accompanying in an illustrative way, and not contractual. In any case C3 Systems S.L.
commits to ocrrect it as soon as it becomes aware of such errors .

Personalize with 
maximum comfort.

100% protection from direct sunlight

It combines and integrates perfectly with Seesky Luz roofs

Resistant to adverse weather conditions 

Ideal for the hospitality sector, porches, and terraces 

Perfect to be enjoyed 365 days a year

Motorized with self-supporting fabric box

It helps to create new spaces, previously unused 

Materials and fi nishes of the highest quality and durability 

Optimum canvas tension to prevent buckling

It doesn´t affect the aesthetics of the building
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Advantages of the Habitat SOL
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Screens Habitat SOL

The Habitat SOL screen by C3Systems for roofs and pergolas is a 
horizontal motorized roll-up acrylic fabric awning. This system, known 
as a veranda-type awning, is characterized by keeping the fabric taut 
in any position through its gas piston system with automatic stops. In 
addition, it is fully retractable into a protective fabric box thanks to a 
remote control motor. This protection box increases its overall durability.

This awning is designed to protect from the sun, from the intensity of 
heat and from the refl ections that can appear throughout the day. It 
offers us total protection from the sunlight. Its motorization makes it 
really easy to open and close, and allows to choose the desired opening 
position at any time just by pressing a button.

Habitat SOL contributes to saving energy thanks to its regulation of 
solar radiation. Customize your spaces and live with maximum comfort.

TECHNICAL DETAILS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SECTIONS

TESTS AND CERTIFICATIONS

Technical specifi cations Possible Confi gurations

WIND
Resistance

Wind loads resistance

CLASS 3 - UNE-EN 13561

39 - 49 km/h

Habitat SOL complies with all relevant legal regulations. All certifi cations are issued by 
external certifi cation institutions.

Lenght
(mm)

1000 mm.

27,5 m²

6000 mm.

WIDTH

DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPORTS AND FIXINGS

*

* The installation should only be carried out by professionals in the sector. See warranty conditions.

** Consult required conditions according to installation conditions.

Sun protection 
system 

Up to 27.5 m² of 
area to protect 
the interior of the 
room from light 
and sun. 
(min. 1 m²).

Quick and simple 
installation

The assembly of 
the awning does 
not involve cons-
truction works 
and its moto-
rization comes 
programmed.

SIDE VIEW

Tension system 
with pistons

Thanks to the 
pressure pis-
tons, the fabric 
remains cons-
tantly taut
in any position.

Resistance 
to wind 
guaranteed

Thanks to the 
tests carried out 
and the appro-
vals obtained by 
the certifi cation 
bodies.
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LINE SECTION

PLAN VIEW

MÁXIMA LONGITUD MÁXIMA LONGITUD

MAX. WIDTH MAX. LENGHT

MIN. LENGHTMIN. WIDTH

MAX. AREA COVERED

5500 mm.

1000 mm.

Nº Fixings
(per system)

Until 2000

From 3500 to 4999

From 2001 to 3499

LENGHT

Nº Supports
(per system)

4 Un.

6 Un.

8 Un.

12 Un.

10 Un.

1 Un.

1 Un.

2 Un.

-

-

From 5000 to 5499

From 5500 to 6000

2042 21432687 2038 2821 2979 8488

Available fabrics 
“Sauleda Lisos”


